By employing large-scale molecular dynamics simulations of atomistically resolved oligoelectrolytes in aqueous solutions, we study in detail the first four layer-by-layer deposition cycles of an oligoelectrolyte multilayer made of poly(diallyl dimethyl ammonium chloride)/poly(styrene sulfonate sodium salt) (PDADMAC/PSS). The multilayers are grown on a silica substrate in 0.1M NaCl electrolyte solutions and the swollen structures are then subsequently exposed to varying added salt concentration. We investigated the microscopic properties of the films, analyzing in detail the differences between three-and four-layers systems. Our simulations provide insights on the early stages of growth of a multilayer, which are particularly challenging for experimental observations. We found a rather strong entanglement of the oligoelectrolytes, with a fuzzy layering of the film structure. The main charge compensation mechanism is for all cases intrinsic, whereas extrinsic compensation is relatively ehanced for the layer of the last deposition cycle. In addition, we quantified other fundamental observables of these systems, as the film thickness, water uptake, and overcharge fractions for each deposition layer.
Introduction
Charged polymers, or polyelectrolytes (PEs), are one of the most relevant types of macromolecules. They include essential biochemical compounds, like DNA and RNA, and numerous synthetic polymer materials. The main common characteristic of these polymers is that their monomers include electrolyte groups that dissociate in water, forming a solution of charged polymer backbones-either polyanions or polycations-and their respective counter-ions. This allows PEs to assemble with oppositely charged substances to form electrostatically stabilized complexes 1 .
The electrostatic assembly properties of PEs is the basis of an important synthesis technique that provides layered hybrid polymer thin films. In this experimental procedure, known as layerby-layer deposition (LbL) 2,3 , a substrate with a surface charge is exposed to a solution of PEs with opposite charge, typically by simply dipping the substrate wafer into the PE solution. During this dipping process, part of the PEs can be electrostatically adsorbed on the substrate surface, forming a first film layer. Non adsorbed PEs and counter-ions are then removed, usually by rins-ing the wafer with pure solvent. A second polymer layer can be deposited on top of the first one by repeating the dipping process with a solution of oppositely charged PEs. In this way, large amounts of layers can be deposited by alternating the exposition of the wafer to solutions of polyanions and polycations. The films created with this technique, known as polyelectrolyte multilayers (PEMs), can be used in many technological applications [4] [5] [6] . For instance, PEMs materials have been used for the creation of membranes in filtration and catalysis systems [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , antimicrobial and biocompatible protective coatings 12, 13 , tissue engineering and single cell analysis systems 14, 15 , nanocapsules and responsive coatings for drug delivery and dose control applications 16, 17 , as matrix materials for active components in solar cells or biosensor applications 18 , as well as elements of non-linear optical materials 19, 20 . During the last two decades the great interest of PEMs based materials has stimulated the development of different experimental enhancements to the LbL deposition technique [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , together with large experimental and theoretical research efforts to achieve a proper understanding of the physical mechanisms behind the multilayer growth process [26] [27] [28] [29] . For example, numerous works have been devoted to the characterization of the different growth regimes that can be obtained from the LbL deposition [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . The dependence on the charge density of the PEs in the formation and stability of the multilayers has been also a subject largely studied 34, [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . Several other aspects determining the formation and properties of PEMs, as the nature of the ions in the dipping solution [45] [46] [47] [48] , the internal distributions of ions and solvent [49] [50] [51] or the short-range interactions, 27 have been also addressed. More detailed reviews on available studies on PEMs systems can be found in references 26, 29, 52 .
Despite the large research efforts already made on PEMs systems, their proper understanding is still far from complete. The complexity of the interactions during the growth process and the strong structural correlations adopted by oppositely charged PEs produce a significant intermixing and complexation between different layers. Since the resolution power of current experimental techniques only provides measurements at length scales not smaller than several tens of nanometers 53, 54 , direct observations of the internal nanostructure of PEMs systems are still out of reach. Available analytical models have difficulties to deal properly with large structural correlations and often rely on strong unproven assumptions as, for example, the frequently assumed equilibrium nature of the multilayer structure 55 . Furthermore, the computer simulation of PEMs is also challenging. To date, a main part of computational studies has been based on coarsegrained top-down modeling approaches with very crude approximations 56, 57 . The relative low computing cost of coarse-grained models allows the theoretical study of different properties of PEMs at mesoscopic length and times scales, easing the comparison to experimental measurements [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] . However, the top-down strategy has difficulties to accurately connect such experimentally observable mesoscopic scales to the actual microscopic properties of the films. On the other hand, even though atomistic simulations have the possibility to provide insights at the microscopic scale, their high computing cost imposes strong limitations on the time and length scales that can be reached.
A way to reduce the computing cost of fully atomistic simulations is to focus on modeling of systems of PE oligomers, or oligoelectrolytes (OEs). In this way, one can decrease significantly the amount of atoms to be simulated, reaching scales that allow a direct comparison with experimental measurements. This provides direct insights on microscopic properties and physical mechanisms that might be also relevant in systems of larger PEs, paving the way for the bottom-up design of accurate coarse-grained models 63 . Nevertheless, the study of specific properties of OEs complexes and multilayers is an important topic by itself. Oligoelectrolyte multilayers (OEMs) are expected to have a different structure and faster dynamics than conventional, high molecular weight PEMs, while keeping the same surface chemistry. OEMs would thus show different porosity and mechanical properties, as well as a higher sensitivity to external stimuli and a faster degradation, which can be an advantage for specific applications. Some of such differences have been confirmed in recent experimental measurements, showing a stronger dependence of the stability of OEMs on the preparation conditions, as well as a weaker variation of the elasticity of the film with the number of deposited layers 64 .
Inspired by the considerations discussed above, we introduced several pioneering works on the fully atomistic simulation of OEs complexes 65 , monolayers 66 and bilayers 67, 68 . The latter were obtained by following a simulation protocol that mimics the experimental LbL deposition method. A subsequent extension to a tetralayer of short poly(diallyl dimethyl ammonium chloride)/poly(styrene sulfonate sodium salt (PDADMAC/PSS) chains deposited on a charged silica substrate allowed us to make the first direct comparison of a set of mesoscopic properties of an OEM system-film thickness, surface roughness and amount of adsorbed chains-measured in atomistic simulations and experiments 69 . The good agreement between the results obtained from both approaches suggests that the underlying microscopic mechanisms are well captured by our simulations. Since the comparison of mesoscopic properties was the main goal in such work, detailed microscopic properties of the system that could not be directly measured in experiments were not discussed there. However, is at such microscopic scale where atomistic simulations excel, being able to provide fundamental understanding of larger scale phenomena. Therefore, this microscopic information can be considered the main outcome of our simulations, and is the main subject of this work: here, we present the microscopic details of the internal structure and charge properties of the simulated PDADMAC/PSS OEM, comparing the three (3L) and four (4L) layers systems. We also introduce a comparison of the properties of these systems when shortly exposed to solutions with different added salt concentrations. This does not correspond to salt annealing processes, as the time scales involved in the latter are out of reach for atomistic simulations, but to a post-deposition short rinsing. In order to better analyze the changes experienced by the OE chains due to their multilayer arrangement, we also performed simulations of single PDADMAC and PSS chains in bulk under the same concentrations of added salt, that will serve as reference when discussing diverse properties of the multilayers.
The paper is organized as follows: first, we describe the details of the system under study and the protocols used for the simulation of both, the OE tetralayer and the corresponding OE single chains in bulk; then, we start the discussion of the results with an analysis of the general film structure that follows an increasing level of detail, from the overall film density profiles to the single OE chain structure; next, we focus on charge properties, pair correlation functions and overcharging effects; finally, we summarize the main conclusions and provide an outlook.
System and simulation details
PDADMAC and PSS are a complementary pair of polyelectrolytes frequently used in the synthesis of PE complexes and multilayers. They are strong PEs-i.e., they become fully charged in solutionfor a broad range of pH values and low added salt concentrations, including the range sampled here for the latter. This simplifies the simulation of the effects of different ionic strengths on their structure.
PDADMAC/PSS OE tetralayer
The details of the experimental system under study and the approach used for its atomistic simulation were already introduced in references 69, 70 . Briefly, we simulate the growth of a PDAD-MAC/PSS tetralayer by LbL deposition from water solutions of oligoelectrolytes with a degree of polymerization of DP = 30 monomers and a concentration of 0.1M of monovalent added salt. The use of added salt has been proven experimentally to be essential for the formation of a stable multilayer when so short PE chains are employed 64 . Both, counter-ions and added salt ions, are Na + and Cl − . The adsorbing substrate is a flat silica wafer. This material shows a negative surface charge at intermediate pH values 71, 72 . Therefore, the first and third layers correspond to the adsorption of PDADMAC chains and the second and fourth to PSS ones.
For these simulations, a model flat silica wafer was created as a four layers silicate sheet with lateral periodic structure of length 13.1650 nm and 12.1608 nm in the x and y directions, respectively. Its surface was made hydrophilic by replacing the uppermost oxygen atoms in every silicate tetrahedron with polar hydroxyl groups (−OH). Such hydroxyl groups were allowed to freely rotate with respect to the axis normal to the surface in order to avoid the simulation artifacts known to appear when their orientation is fixed 67, 73 . The surface charge of the substrate was created by skipping one in every four of the allocations of hydroxyl groups, leaving the corresponding SiO − 2 groups exposed. This leads to an average surface charge of σ = −0.03 C/m 2 , in good agreement with experimental values 71, 72 . This simple approach assumes that the local microscopic distribution of charges has no relevance on the mesoscopic properties of the system, as has been shown in recent computational studies of electro-osmotic flows within charged walls 75 .
The main steps of the simulation protocol, designed to reproduce the basic features of the LbL growth process, are sketched in Figure 1 . This protocol includes several direct manipulations of the system (labeled as 'Manual dipping' and 'Manual rinsing' in Figure 1 ) and different sequential simulation runs ('OEs solution', 'Salt solution', ' Adsorption' and 'Measures' in Figure 1 ). In all of such simulation runs, performed with the simulation package Gromacs 4.5.3 76 , the OPLS-AA force field 77 was used to represent the interactions of the OEs. Details of the parametrization of this force field to the system under study can be found in reference 65 . The solvent was modeled by means of the SPC/E wa-ter model, that is able to reproduce accurately its dielectric constant [78] [79] [80] , in combination with the SETTLE algorithm 81 when imposing molecular geometry constrains. Van der Waals forces were represented as Lennard-Jones potentials shifted to smoothly decay to zero at distances larger than 0.9 nm. Electrostatic interactions were calculated using the particle mesh Ewald method (PME) 82, 83 with a Fourier spacing of 0.125 nm and a direct space cutoff of 1.3 nm. We used a rectangular simulation box with lateral periodic boundaries in the x and y directions, with the adsorbing substrate placed at the bottom and parallel to the x-y plane. In order to take into account the slab geometry of the system in the calculation of the electrostatic interactions, the Yeh-Berkowitz correction 84 was applied using an upper empty region of the simulation box of twice the height of its filled region.
The first step in each LbL cycle is the dipping of the adsorbing substrate into alternating solutions of PDADMAC and PSS chains. The simulated samples corresponding to such solutions were obtained from the solvation of 20 OE chains, their respective 600 counter-ions (Cl − for PDADMAC and Na + for PSS) and 192 Na + and Cl − ions of added salt, in 99286 water molecules. These systems were first prepared using the package Packmol 1.1.1 85 in a simulation box with the same lateral dimensions of the silica substrate and then equilibrated for 50 ns in separate molecular dynamics (MD) simulations in the NPT ensemble (labeled as 'OEs solution' in Figure 1 ), imposing a pressure of 1 bar in the z direction by means of a semi-isotropic Parrinello-Rahman barostat 86, 87 and a temperature of T =298 K using a Nosé-Hoover thermostat with a relaxation time of τ =0.5 ps. The dipping of the deposition wafer into the OEs solutions was mimicked by simply placing the former in the bottom of the simulation box and the latter on top of it ('Manual dipping' in Figure 1 ). This combined system was then allowed to relax in a simulation slightly longer than 300 ns, in which a fraction of the OE chains from the dipping solution were adsorbed on the substrate and the layers deposited in previous cycles (' Adsorption' in Figure 1 ). In fact, the simulation of the OEs adsorption process, that is the crucial part in our protocol, was performed in several steps: first, an initial relaxation of the manually assembled system was performed by energy minimization with the steepest descent algorithm, followed by three sequential MD runs in the NVT ensemble with the same thermostat and reference temperature mentioned above; the first of such runs consisted of a 100 ps MD simulation with an integration time step of δt = 1 fs; the second run, also of 100 ps with a time step of δt = 2 fs, where the covalent bonds of the hydrogen atoms were constrained with the LINCS algorithm 88 ; finally, a production run of 300 ns with δt = 2.5 fs where all covalent bonds were constrained with the LINCS algorithm. During these simulations, the amount of adsorbed OE chains was calculated by counting the number of charged groups in close contact with the substrate or other adsorbed OE chains. where closeness was defined to be nearer than 1 nm. As a result, we checked that a stationary value for the amount of adsorbed chains was reached within the simulation time in all cases.
Each LbL growth cycle ends with the rinsing of the film wafer with pure solvent or a pure salt solution in order to remove the supernatant PEs. Here we mimic this procedure by simply re-moving from the simulation box all non-adsorbed OEs, all added salt ions and all water molecules placed at a distance from the substrate larger than the uppermost atom of adsorbed OE chains ('Manual rinsing' in Figure 1 ). The resulting rinsed system was then used as the starting point for the next LbL cycle. Finally, the rinsed systems obtained after the third and fourth LbL cycles were exposed to three solutions with different salt concentrations, c=0 (pure solvent), 0.1M and 0.5M. This was done by using the same 'manual dipping' procedure described above, with one of such solutions replacing the solution of OEs. Measures of the system properties were taken during the last 100 ns of a subsequent simulation of 300 ns with the same steps described above for the OEs adsorption part. In order to estimate the statistical variance of such measurements, three independent runs were performed for each system.
PDADMAC/PSS single OE chains
In order to analyze the changes in the structural properties of individual OE chains that become part of an OEM structure, we performed MD atomistic simulations of single short PDADMAC and PSS chains in presence of the same three added NaCl salt concentrations sampled for the tetralayer system, c = 0, 0.1 M and 0.5 M. In this case we varied the degree of polymerization, DP, from 10 to 30 in steps of 5. These simulations were also performed using the OPLS-AA force field and SPC/E water model. Each simulated system consisted of one OE chain solvated in a cubic box of 8 nm of side length and the number of NaCl ions corresponding to OE counter-ions and chosen added salt concentration.
The simulations involved three equilibration and one production consecutive steps. The first equilibration step was an energy minimization using a steepest descent algorithm for up to 1000 integrations. The second step was a MD simulation of 2 ns in the NVT ensemble, using an integration time step of δt = 1 fs and keeping a temperature of T = 298 K by means of a Berendsen thermostat with relaxation time of τ = 0.5 ps. The third equilibration step was a NPT MD simulation of 10 ns with the same δt, using a Nosé-Hoover thermostat with the same reference temperature and relaxation time, together with an isotropic Parrinello-Rahman barostat at a reference pressure of 1 bar and relaxation time of 4 ps. Finally, the production run was an extension of the latter step, using an increased integration time step of δt = 2 fs. The total time of this production run depended on the length of the OE chain: 200 ns for DP = {10, 15}, 300 ns for DP = {20, 25} and 400 ns for DP = 30.
For these systems, Gromacs 4.6.7 76 was used for the MD simulations and the MDAnalysis Python library 89 for the analysis of the simulation trajectories.
Results and discussion
The ionic strength of the background solution 90 and the type of OEs forming the outermost layer 91, 92 have a strong impact on many properties of technological interest of PDADMAC/PSS PEMs, like their internal structure, porosity, elastic properties, thickness and amount of water retained within the film. For this reason, here we compare the results obtained from our simula-tions for both, the different sampled concentrations of added salt and the cases of PDADMAC or PSS terminated OEMs. The latter will be mainly done by comparing the trilayer (3L) and the tetralayer (4L) systems. For the sake of clarity, the discussion is presented by following an increasing level of detail: We first discuss the general structure of the simulated films, from overall density profiles and water uptake to the configurations of single OE chains; second, we analyze the charge properties of the OEMs and the growth regime; finally, we discuss atom pairings.
General film structure
The simple direct inspection of simulation snapshots is useful to obtain a first qualitative picture of the behavior of the system. Figure 2 shows a set of configuration snapshots that illustrate the growth process of the multilayer. They correspond to configurations obtained from the same independent run right after each deposition and rinsing cycles were performed. As the amount of deposited layers increases from one to four, one can observe how the substrate coverage also tends to grow. However, even after the fourth layer is deposited, a fraction of the substrate surface remains exposed. By comparing 1L and 2L configurations, one can observe that a significant rearrangement of the chains deposited during the first cycle takes place on the second one, with the onset of OEs complexation. After that, single chain rearrangements are difficult to trace but the structure of the regions occupied by OEs seems to experience mainly a simple thickening. Importantly, even though the snapshots are colored to ease the discrimination of PDADMAC and PSS chains, no clear alternating vertical arrangement of layers of polyanions and polycations can be distinguished. Instead, chains of both OEs look very entangled within the film structure.
In the next sections we perform a detailed analysis of the structure of the simulated films by means of different parameters.
Overall density profiles and water uptake
The overall density profiles provide a general overview of the spatial distribution of the different species in the system. Figure 3 shows the average number density profiles, n d , corresponding to atoms belonging either to OE chains or solvent, as a function of the distance to the substrate surface, z, for 3L and 4L systems under each added salt concentration. Independently from c, these profiles evidence that OE chains do not reach distances to the substrate longer than 7 (3L) or 8 nm (4L). They also confirm the observation that most part of OE atoms are located in the central region of the film, approximately between 2 and 4 nm from the substrate, with a fast decay of the profile when approaching the substrate and a slower one when approaching the film free surface. The distinction between three different regions, i.e., innermost (close to the substrate), central and outermost (corresponding to the film free surface) is frequently used in PEMs studies 3, 93, 94 .
Similarly to what was observed for the PSS/PDADMAC bilayer system, 67 water profiles in Figure 3 show a significant layering near the substrate, with two prominent peaks at distances around z ≈ 0.18 nm and z ≈ 0.46 nm from the substrate. These maxima correspond to direct interactions of water hydrogen atoms with the silica substrate and to the second hydration shell, respectively, and reveal a strong hydration of the substrate surface, even in presence of OEs. By comparing 3L and 4L, it is seen that the main expansion of the OE profiles as a consequence of the added chains adsorbed during the 4L deposition is found in the outer-most region of the film. The central and inner regions, instead, show only small changes corresponding to a slight shift of the 4L film structure away from the substrate. In general, water shows a profile antithetic to the one of OEs, with a significantly lower density in the central region of the film, as has been established in several experimental works 64, 95, 96 . Consequently, the sloppy structure of the multilayer can be attributed to the strong hydration of the silica surface, which hinders the adsorption of OEs. Differences between 3L and 4L water profiles are only significant in the outermost region: there, the 3L system (PDADMAC-ended) has slightly more water than the 4L one (PSS-ended), associated to a slower decay of the OEs profile.
The existence of an alternating variation of the film thickness and degree of swelling of the outermost layer, as the amount of deposited layers increases, has been reported in different experimental works on PEMs 10,28,97-99 . For PDADMAC/PSS PEMs, such behavior-known as 'even-odd' effect-corresponds to a larger water uptake and relative film thickness in PDADMAC ended multilayers. However, even-odd effects only become significant after a minimum amount of layers, typically above 6, have been deposited. Therefore, the difference in the water uptake of the outermost region in 3L and 4L systems can not be considered a manifestation of such effect. Instead, it agrees qualitatively with experimental observations of a moderate monotonous decrease in water content of PDADMAC/PSS PEMs, grown under low added salt conditions, as the amount of layers increases from 2 to 8. 98 A quantification of the difference in water uptake intended to make a comparison with experimental measurements is rather difficult to obtain from such small samples. The first issue is to define an estimator of the film thickness. Here we take the values estimated in our previous works 69, 70 , which for c = 0 provided a reasonably good agreement with direct ellipsometry measurements 69 . This estimation calculates the film thickness, h * , as the average of the free surface of the film that is defined by the highest positions of OE atoms in a discretized plane parallel to the substrate. These values are plotted in Figure 3 and included in Table 1 . Once h * has been determined, we can calculate the amount of water molecules contained between the substrate and the film surface as a number density, N * SOL , by integrating the water atom number density profile, n (SOL) d , as
(1)
Results of this calculation for each system are also shown in Table 1, next to their corresponding values of h * . As expected, h * is slightly larger for 4L systems than for 3L. Unfortunately, the statistics is too poor to clearly determine the dependence on added salt concentration, but the average values suggest that the thickness of the film in pure water is slightly larger than that corresponding to 0.1 and 0.5M of added salt. This agrees with the experimental observation of a moderate decrease in the thickness of PDADMAC/PSS PEMs when changing their exposure from zero to low concentrations of different added monovalent salt ions, including Na + /Cl − 46,90 Regarding the estimation of water uptake, the propagation of the uncertainty in h * also prevents us from making a strong point, but the trend for average values suggests a slight decrease in 4L with respect to 3L of around 4% in all cases. Note that the decrease measured experimentally in Reference 98 for analogous PEM systems is not larger than 10%.
Split density profiles
In order to have a more detailed view of the structure of the OEMs, we analyze the density distributions of atoms belonging to PDADMAC or PSS chains separately. Such OE split number density profiles are shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(b), together with the water profiles introduced above as a reference. All these profiles evidence that, as expected, PDADMAC tends to be closer to the substrate surface than PSS, whereas in the outermost region there is a higher presence of PDADMAC in 3L systems and of PSS in 4L ones. Also as expected, the 3L profiles indicate a significantly higher presence of atoms belonging to PDADMAC than that corresponding to PSS within the whole structure of the film (Figure 4(a) ). In 4L, instead, profiles of both OEs are quantitatively very similar. However, when comparing number density profiles of each OE from the same system one has to keep in mind that PDADMAC chains have a larger number of atoms than PSS ones with the same length (with the selected degree of polymerization, 752 and 572, respectively). In fact, the average total amount of PDADMAC chains forming the films is 17 ± 2, in front of the 12 ± 1 of PSS chains in 3L systems and 21 ± 2 in 4L ones. The difference in atoms content of each OE type also prevents us from distinguishing a potentially alternating layer structure for them. This aspect will be analyzed below by means of more detailed parameters. 
OEs layering: center-of-mass distributions
In order to clarify whether our simulated OEMs have an alternating layered internal structure, we calculated the split density profiles of the centers of mass of individual OE molecules. In this way, we avoid the aforementioned issue related to the different atom content of the pair of OEs used here. Figure 5 shows some examples of the results obtained in such calculation from selected individual simulation runs. Alternating maxima are clearly visible in all cases, even though the profiles are rather noisy due to the relatively low amount of OE chains involved. Interestingly, the amount of alternating maxima is not equal to the corresponding amount of deposition cycles from which each sample was obtained, but slightly higher. This indicates a rather entangled arrangement of oppositely charged OE chains, as the snapshots in Figure 2 also suggest. This is an unexpected result, since the short length of these OE chains can not favor strong entanglements in the system. Additionaly, this lack of order in the internal structure of OEMs contradicts, in principle, the hypothesis of a structure of well defined flat layers that was made in reference 64 for these systems. Such hypothesis was based on the experimental measurements of the mechanical properties of the films and the structural model proposed in reference 100 .
An explanation for the high entanglement observed in our simulated samples is the very low substrate surface coverage obtained during the first adsorption cycles (see Figure 2 ). As was already discussed in reference 69 , the coverage fraction grows from approximately 30% of the surface area after the first deposition cycle to nearly 80% after the fourth. Thus, the OE chains adsorbed during the second and, to a decreasing extent, the third and fourth cycles reach the inner regions of the film, leading to a rearrangement of the firstly deposited layers and the formation of complex internal configurations. For higher deposition cycles, one can expect the innermost region to become unreachable for newcoming chains due to the crowded central region. The slower decay of the density profiles in the outermost region of 3L samples compared to 4L ones, as seen in Figure 3 , suggests that the free surface of the film may become flatter with larger amounts of deposition cycles, reducing the entanglements, thus favoring the layered structure. Therefore, here we only have indications on the hypothesis of a high alternating layering in OEMs internal structure not being valid for the first few deposition cycles, whereas it might still hold for layers above the few ones closest to the substrate. This would imply that the structure of OEMs near the substrate can be rather different than that of outer regions. As pointed above, such distinct structure near the substrate is determined by the strong hydration of the surface of the latter. Finally, an alternative or complementary explanation to the observed lower entanglement than the one predicted from experimental measurements could be the ordering effect of eventual slow OE diffusion processes within the film 101 . Unfortunately, such slow processes are far beyond the time scales that are reachable in our simulations.
OE chain configurations
After the examination of the overall structure and the arrangement of polyanion and polycation chains within the multilayer, we compare the average structure of such chains to the reference case corresponding to polyanions and polycations at infinite dilution. Even though the structural properties of high molecular weight PDADMAC and PSS chains are well known, [102] [103] [104] these cannot be extrapolated to such low molecular weight oligomers as the ones sampled here. Since oligomers are not expected to follow the same scaling laws, we need to perform a direct charac- terization of their structure. In order to do this, first we calculate the radius of gyration of the chains, R g . It is defined as
where λ i are the eigenvalues of the gyration tensor,Q, corresponding to the positions of all atoms belonging to a single chain. The elements ofQ are defined as
is the m-th cartesian coordinate of the i-th atom in the chain and N is the total amount of atoms. The results of R g averaged over OE chains, sampled configurations and independent runs, R g , are plotted in Figure 6 . Specifically, Figure 6 (a) corresponds to the values of R g obtained from simulations of single PDADMAC and PSS chains with degrees of polymerization ranging from 10 to 30 under the three sampled added salt concentrations. Least squares fits to the power law function R g = k(DP−1) α for each value of c are also included. Fitted exponents obtained for both polymers are around α ∼ 0.75. As expected, these values differ significantly from the behavior of large DP systems. For instance, it is known that α ≈ 0.51 for high molecular weight PDADMAC under 0.5M of NaCl. 104 Figure 6 (a) also shows that for any sampled DP, PDAD-MAC chains have a larger extension than PSS ones in all cases. For PDADMAC, one can see that the extension also grows slightly with decreasing c. This is an expected behavior, as it can be attributed to the screening of the repulsion between charged groups along the chain backbone by ion condensation, that is favored by higher added salt concentrations. However, for PSS chains the effect of c is too small to be clearly distinguished.
In Figure 6 (b) we compare the values of R g , corresponding to DP = 30, obtained from the simulations of single OE chains and the simulations of 3L and 4L OEMs. In this case it can be observed that chains within OEMs tend to be slightly less extended than the ones under infinite dilution conditions. This difference is clearer for PDADMAC chains, but in any case the change in R g is not bigger than approximately 10%. Even the dependence of the observed differences on the amount of deposition cycles compares to the width of the error bars, it seems that there is a qualitative alternating effect on the average values: PDADMAC chains tend to be less extended in 4L than in 3L systems, whereas PSS chains show the opposite trend. This suggests a slight dependence of the charge compensation mechanisms of each type of OE on the amount of deposition cycles. However, for such short chain lengths, the characteristic extension of the OEs does not seem to be strongly affected by being part of the thin film structure.
Besides the relative extension of the chains, one expects their orientation to be significantly affected by the geometrical constraints of the multilayer structure. In a highly layered structure, one would expect the OE chains to adopt rather flat configurations mainly parallel to the plane defined by the substrate surface. In order to decide this question, we analyze two orientational parameters. The first one is a measure of the degree of parallelism of the OE chain with respect to the plane of the substrate surface. We estimate such degree as the angle between the substrate surface and the major rotation axis of the chain,
wheren is the unitary vector perpendicular to the substrate plane and a 1 is the major eigenvector of the inertia tensor of the polymer,Ĩ. The latter is defined asĨ = ∑ N i=1 m i ( r i · r i ) I − r i ⊗ r i , where m i and r i are the mass and position of the i-th atom and I is the identity matrix. Therefore, this parameter will take the value θ = 0 when the main rotation axis of the chain is perfectly parallel to the substrate surface and θ = π/2 when it is perpendicular. The second parameter is the prolateness of the chain, S, which characterizes the shape asymmetry of its conformation, assuming it fits a spheroidal volume distribution. S is also defined from the eigenvalues of the gyration tensor as
This parameter takes values between -1 and 1, classifying three types of shapes: for S > 0 the shape is prolate, which corresponds to a spheroid generated by the rotation of an ellipse around its major axis; for S = 0 the shape is spherical; for S < 0 the shape is oblate, corresponding to a spheroid obtained from the rotation of an ellipsoid around its shorter axis. Figure 7 shows the distributions of probability P(θ ) and P(S) of such parameters for the case of OE chains belonging to 4L systems exposed to a concentration of added salt of 0.5M. The maximum probability for θ clearly corresponds to θ ∼ 0, and strongly decays for larger angles. This confirms that, despite the entangled structure of the multilayer, polymers tend to orient their major axis of inertia parallel to the substrate surface. Regarding S, its distribution shows that the chains only adopt slightly prolate shapes. Similar distributions (not shown) have been obtained for the rest of sampled systems.
In conclusion, the conformations of individual OE chains within the films are slightly more compact than in the case of infinite dilution conditions, keeping a rather parallel orientation with respect to the substrate surface despite the fact that oppositely charged chains tend to entangle.
Charge properties
The structural properties discussed above are mainly determined by electrostatic interactions in the system. Here we analyze the charge distributions, charge compensation mechanisms, overcharge fractions and growth regime corresponding to our simulated multilayers.
Split and net charge distributions
First, we analyze the distributions of charges as a function of the distance to the substrate. Figures 8 and 9 include different charge density profiles corresponding to selected, not averaged, 3L and 4L systems, respectively. Specifically , Figures 8(a) and 9(a) show the split number density profiles of each charged component in the system, i.e., Na + and Cl − salt ions and the nitrogen and sulfur atoms from PDADMAC and PSS OEs, whereas Figures 8(b) and 9(b) correspond to the distributions of net charge in each system. In the former plots, the density profiles of water have been also included for the convenience of the following discussion. One has also to note that, for c = 0, sodium cations are absent because the equilibration in pure water adds no ions to the system after the rinsing process, which removes all ions that do not serve as counter-ions of the excess of OE charged groups. According to the LbL growth mechanism, the latter necessarily correspond to a part of the OEs adsorbed during the last deposition cycle.
As we discussed for the split density profiles above, one can distinguish three different regions for the charge profiles in Figures 8 (a) and 9(a): a narrow, highly layered region close to the substrate, a broad central region with high density of OEs and a region of slowly decaying density corresponding to the film free surface. Starting with the profiles of the 3L system (Figure 8(a) ), we can see that charges close to the substrate show a strong layering in all cases, as it happens with water. PDADMAC charged groups exhibit a prominent single peak of high density that grows slightly with c. This corresponds to the electrostatic attraction of the -N + groups to the negatively charged hydroxyl groups that sightly emerge from the substrate surface. The position of such peak approximately coincides with the second main peak in water profile. Above this peak, the profile of -N + groups shows a gap of low density that extends up to the beginning of the central region of the film. This suggests that only few PDADMAC chains connect the dense narrow layer close to the substrate with the dense central region. However, PSS charged groups in this innermost region show a rather different profile: due to the electrostatic repulsion they experience from the substrate surface, their density is very low and only grows slowly, with moderate fluctuations, as the distance to the substrate increases. The same electrostatic argument explains the higher presence next to the substrate of Na + ions in front of Cl − ones when the added salt concentration is not very low: at c = 0.5M one can see that ions also exhibit a significant layering in their profiles, with two asymmetric peaks. For Cl − , positions of these peaks are very close to the ones corresponding to water layers, whereas for Na + the most prominent peak is shifted to a point in between the latter, slightly below the layer of PDADMAC charges. This corresponds to a partial but significant ion condensation on the charged groups of the substrate and the adsorbed monomers of PDADMAC chains, that strongly depends on the concentration of added salt. The central regions of 3L films show a much less structured profile, with a rather flat distribution of salt ions and a high density of OE charged groups. The latter exhibit moderate oscillations whose length is similar to the one observed for the peaks in the distribution of centers of mass shown in Figure 5 . However, the slow decay to zero of the density of OE charges in the outermost region of the films is relatively smooth, Regarding 4L systems, the main difference with respect to 3L ones in their split charge density profiles lies only in the region close to the substrate. In this case the sin- gle peak of PDADMAC charged groups is much less pronounced and shows no clear dependence on the added salt concentration. However, the main peak of Na + ions in 4L systems is significantly larger and shows a much stronger growth with c. This means that the electrostatic attraction from the substrate surface on the PDADMAC charged groups experiences a stronger screening from sodium cations in PSS ended films. Finally, the net charge distributions plotted in ure 5), this reflects the rather entangled structure of OE chains in the film. Next to the substrate, the net charge profiles follow what has been pointed out for the split distributions: a strong layering, very sensitive to added salt concentration and type of film ending.
Charge pairing
PE charged groups in assembled complexes and multilayers can compensate their charges by means of two mechanisms: the 'intrinsic compensation', that consists in the pairing of oppositely charged PE groups, and the 'extrinsic compensation', that is the pairing of such groups with any free ion present in the system, either counter-ions or added salt ions 49 . In simulation data, the importance of each charge compensation mechanism can be determined from ion pairing correlation functions. Figures 10(a) Figure 10(b) . A direct comparison of the heights of the first peak in each distribution reveals that the main charge compensation mechanism in all OEMs systems is intrinsic. This mechanism turns out to be rather insensitive to c, as curves corresponding to c = 0.1 and 0.5M (not shown) are very similar to the ones in Figure 10 (a), that correspond to c = 0. As mentioned above, the short times reached in atomistic simulations can not capture the very slow dynamics of salt annealing processes involving significant rearrangements of PE chains, whose typical time scales are measured in hours 46 . Therefore, in our results, intrinsic compensation is mainly affected by the amount of deposited layers: as we can see in Figure 10 (a), the distribution function is slightly lower for 4L than for 3L. This suggests the existence of a higher overcharge in the outermost region of 4L systems, that implies a relatively higher amount of PSS-S − groups not intrinsically compensated. On the other hand, the dependence of extrinsic compensation of each type of PE charged groups on the deposited layers clearly follows the expected behavior: as Figure 10(b) shows, the largest extrinsic compensation corresponds to PEs forming the outermost layer in each system (PDADMAC-N + for 3L, PSS-S − for 4L). Obviously, extrinsic compensation is weaker in OEMs than in single PE systems due to the effect of intrinsic compensation, that is absent in the latter. Finally, one can see a decrease of the heights of the curves as c increases, in correspondence to an increase of Na + -Cl − ion pairing in 3L (not shown) and to an increasingly large accumulation of Na + ions next to the substrate in 4L (Figure 9) .
A quantitative analysis can also be performed on charge pairing distributions by calculating the first coordination number, n 1 , of each pair. In general, we can define the coordination number of the i-th coordination shell as
where ρ is the number density of the involved species within the film region. We evaluate expression 5 by numerical integration of the area under g(r) comprised between the positions of the two minima bounding the i-th peak, r min i and r min i+1 . That is, n 1 is given by the area under g(r) from the position of its first non-zero value up to the position of the minimum after the first peak. The values obtained from this calculation for each relevant case are included in Table 2 . We can see that the values corresponding to the pair PDADMAC-N + /PSS-S − are significantly larger than for any other pair, confirming the dominance of the intrinsic charge compensation in all OEMs. These values also confirm that such intrinsic compensation is slightly lower for 4L systems, in contradiction with the general higher intrinsic compensation of PSS ended PEMs and OEMs postulated indirectly from experimental observations 64 . However, this contradiction might be partially alleviated when one observes that PSS-S − has also a lower ex-trinsic compensation in 4L than PDADMAC-N + in 3L, which is a behavior specifically observed experimentally in analogous PEM systems 91 . Thus, we can only conclude that, in average, our 4L systems have been slightly less efficient in charge pairing than 3L ones. In any case, one has to keep in mind that our results still correspond to a transient growth regime and that the small details might be dominated by fluctuations.
Overcharge fraction and growth regime
Experimentally, two types of PEM growth can be observed: linear growth, in which the amount of adsorbed PEs in each deposition cycle is independent from the total number of deposited layers, and exponential growth, in which such amount increases with the number of layers. A common way to determine the growth regime achieved in simulations is by means of the overcharge fraction 61 , that is defined as
where Q n is the charge of the PE chains adsorbed in the deposition cycle n and Q 0 is the charge of the substrate. It is assumed that a linear growth is obtained for f n ≈ 0.5, an exponential growth for f n > 0.5 and no stable growth occurs for f n < 0.5.
The calculation of f n for our simulation data is straightforward. Results corresponding to each amount of deposited layers, from 1 to 4, are included in Table 3 . Here is convenient to recall that these values correspond only to a deposition process under 0.1M of added salt conditions, since other discussed concentrations were used only for exposition of the films after their growth procedure, and no desorption of OE chains happend during such exposition. One can see that, for each amount of deposited layers but 3L, f n is clearly above the linear growth regime. Instead, for 3L it is significantly below. Fluctuations around the condition of linear growth regime for the first few deposited layers are frequently observed in both, experiments and simulations 61,91 .
Conclusions
We presented results of large scale fully atomistic molecular dynamics simulations of the layer-by-layer growth of an oligoelectrolyte multilayer, made by an alternating deposition of low molecular weight PDADMAC/PSS chains on a negatively charged silica substrate. Our simulation protocol mimics every step of the experimental layer-by-layer growth procedure. We focused our analysis on the comparison of the microscopic properties corresponding to systems with three (3L) and four (4L) deposited layers. This corresponds to an early, transient stage of the multilayer growth process that challenges the accuracy of experimental measurements, as the film thickness and the relative differences in the properties of consecutive layers at such stage are rather small. However, several properties measured in our simulations show at least qualitative agreement with experimental findings on early transient behaviors of analogous systems, in most cases corresponding to high molecular weight polyelectrolytes.
Our results indicate a slightly higher water uptake for the 3L PDADMAC ended system than for the 4L PSS ended one. The exposition to solvents with different ionic strengths ranging from 0 to 0.5M of added salt concentration has shown very little impact on this behavior. Only a weak indication of a decrease in the uptake with increasing ionic strength has been observed.
The intrinsic charge compensation mechanism in our multilayers is much stronger than the extrinsic one, independently from the amount of deposited layers and the background ionic strength. Comparatively, intrinsic compensation is slightly stronger in 3L systems than in 4L ones. The small extrinsic compensation that still exists is relatively more important for that type of oligoelectrolyte ending the multilayer.
Even though indirect experimental observations have predicted a low polymer entanglement and a strong internal layering for PDADMAC/PSS oligoelectrolyte multilayers, our simulated films show a rather high entanglement of the chains, that leads to an internal structure of numerous thin fuzzy layers. This might be a characteristic of early stages of multilayer formation in terms of both, the small number of deposited layers and the exclusive consideration of oligoelectrolytes that show considerably fast dynamically relaxation processes.
Finally, for all but 3L systems we obtained overcharge fractions clearly above the linear regime condition. Since the experimental deposition conditions reproduced here correspond to linear growth, this result underlines the transient nature of the stage we are simulating.
Our results provide not only important insights in early stages of multilayer growth, but can serve also a reference for future multiscale models, that might be able to address the very slow dynamics processes that long polyelectrolytes would show and that certainly will take place during later stages of a multilayer growth.
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